The generation rate of entangled photons emitted from cascaded few-level systems is intrinsically limited by the lifetime of the radiative transitions. Here, we overcome this limit for entangled photon pairs from quantum dots via a novel driving regime based on an active reset of the radiative cascade. We show theoretically and experimentally the driving regime to enable the generation of entangled photon pairs with higher fidelity and intensity compared to the optimum continuously driven equilibrium state. Finally, we electrically generate entangled photon pairs with a total fidelity of (79.5 ± 1.1) % at a record clock rate of 1.15 GHz.
Single and entangled photons promise unique advantages for many applications in quantum photonics, including enhanced secure key rates in quantum key distribution (QKD) through elimination of multiphoton emission [1] , and global scale unconditionally secure networks with entanglement-based quantum repeaters [2] . Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have been shown to emit single and entangled photons with approaching ideal properties [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , with the prospect of on-chip integration [9, 10] , and compatibility with optical fibre quantum networks [11, 12] . However, state-of-the-art QKD systems based on coherent laser pulses employ clock rates in the gigahertz range for high data throughput [13, 14] . Clock rates achieved with entangled photons from QDs are much lower [15, 16] , intrinsically limited by the lifetime of the transitions [17, 18] , impeding high frequency operation. In this letter, we introduce a novel driving regime based on an active reset of the radiative cascade. By suppressing the ground state population, this scheme allows to exceed the fidelity and emission rate of the optimum continuously driven equilibrium state. We expect our results will enable improved performance of a wide range of entanglement-based photonic applications.
We begin by considering the excitation and radiative cascade dynamics of an atomic three-level system [19] , as in this case, of a QD. The biexciton state (XX) decays via an intermediate neutral exciton (X) superposition state, resulting in two consecutively emitted, polarization-entangled photons (Fig. 1a) [20, 21] . We explore this system using a rate equation model [22] , with the two consecutive transitions assigned radiative lifetimes of τ XX = 300 ps and τ X = 500 ps respectively, similar to observed experimentally. Fig. 1b shows the modeled biexciton, exciton, and ground state (G) population, driven at a slow 250 MHz clock rate via 50 ps rectangular electrical initialization pulses. When the QD is excited to the XX state in the limit of low driving frequency, practically complete radiative decay of the QD emission is observed, however a substantial fraction of the clock cycle is spent at the tail of the cascade with high ground state population and low emission brightness.
In contrast, in the limit of high driving frequency, excitation is continuous and equivalent to direct current (DC) driving of the QD (Fig. 1c ). Here the QD is in equilibrium, with the XX and X states always populated and an always non-zero emission intensity. However, at the DC power that maximizes the entangled pair emission rate (here referred to as 'optimal DC') the distribution of the QD population in the DC equilibrium means that only a minority (43 %) of the emitted photons form part of a biexciton-exciton cascade, resulting in a reduced relative fraction of entangled pair emission.
We introduce a novel active reset (AR) driving scheme based on two core considerations: Firstly, to actively reset entanglement at a given clock cycle, the QD does not need to return to the ground state. Instead, it is sufficient to reinitialise the QD directly to the biexciton state -the initial state of the biexciton-exciton cascade. Secondly, resetting the QD before the population has fully cascaded to the ground state allows for an increased entangled-pair emission brightness, as the low-brightness periods in the tail of the emission are eliminated.
Driven in the AR regime at a fast 1.27 GHz clock rate ( Fig. 1d ), the QD is perpetually kept in an optically active state with high XX or X populations, and low ground state population below 0.56, eliminating dark periods and resulting in a high emission brightness. For entangled photon pairs generated from solid state sources, the entanglement fidelity will typically reduce for an increasing emission delay between the two photons, owing to the interaction of the QD with the solid-state environment [23] . By reinitialising the QD state early, we avoid the generation of weakly entangled pairs at longer emission delays.
A major consideration for AR driving is the optimum clock rate required to maximize the number of entangled photon pairs over time ( Fig. 1e ). Kantner et al. [24] have shown that for the generation of single photons, an GHz period for the driving modes of panels b-d. The inset shows the same for a longer time scale. AR driving (red) generates a higher number of entangled pairs than the optimal DC driving conditions (blue). (g), Fidelity to a maximally entangled Bell state vs emission delay between exciton and biexciton, for optimal AR driving (red) and optimal DC driving (blue). AR driving maintains a high fidelity even for a maximized pair emission rate. optimum clock rate exists, after which the emission efficiency decreases. For the case of entangled photon pair generation, at clock periods longer than the lifetimes of both, biexciton and exciton, the entangled-pair generation rate naturally scales approximately linearly with the repetition rate. At faster clock rates, the pair generation rate in turn reduces due to the non-zero lifetime of the excitonic states, as the delayed emission of the entangled photon pair is interrupted prematurely before the radiative cascade completes. Perhaps surprisingly, the figure shows that there exists a range of frequencies between 520 MHz and 3.07 GHz for which the entangled pair generation rate exceeds that for continuous driving. The entangled pair generation rate reaches a maximum at a clock rate of f optimal = 1.27 GHz where it exceeds the optimum DC pair generation rate by 43 %. Even the highest-clocked experimental demonstrations operate at clock rates below 500 MHz, with none approaching the optimum [15, 16] .
Note that for AR driving, due to the early reinitialization of the QD state, the mean number of emitted photon pairs per clock cycle is less than one (0.56 in this model, Fig. 1f ) at f optimal . In contrast for the 250 MHz clock rate, (asymptotically) one entangled pair is emitted each clock cycle. In practice, further external factors affect the overall efficiency as well, such as device electrical bandwidth and collection efficiency.
Lastly, the entanglement fidelity for DC is fundamentally limited by competing uncorrelated emission from continuous excitation ( Fig. 1g ). Meanwhile, for AR driving the fidelity is limited only by additional XX emission during the short (50 ps) initialization pulse. Altogether, this model demonstrates the feasibility of overcoming the limits on entanglement fidelity and entangled-pair brightness imposed by DC or full-cycle pulsed driving.
Accessing the regime of gigahertz-clocked generation of single and entangled photons is experimentally challenging. Here we fabricate a high-bandwidth QD LED that responds to very short electrical pulses < 100 ps, as illustrated in Fig. 2a [22] . A layer of InAs QDs is embedded in a p-i-n diode structure, operated at 6 K. In order to facilitate gigahertz electrical control of the QD state, we etch the lateral dimensions of the diode mesa to an area of approximately 10 µm × 10 µm, nominally reducing the capacitance to ∼20 fF in the case of a depleted diode. The n-and p-type contacts are bonded to a high-frequency optimized printed circuit board (PCB) for electrical access. Sets of 6 (19) AlGaAs-GaAs DBR pairs above (below) the QD layer enhance the collection efficiency of the emitted light. To verify the high bandwidth of the optimized device design, we investigate the optical signal when applying high frequency voltage pulses. The device was driven at 3.05 GHz with driving pulses of amplitude V pulse = 1.43 V and nominal duty cycle of 7.5 % (∼ 25 ps). A DC bias voltage of V DC = 0.15 V is chosen to be far below the turn-on voltage V T = 0.70 V of the diode. Thus, charge carriers quickly tunnel out of the QD potential between driving pulses, quenching the optical emission [25, 26] and revealing the electrical bandwidth of the device.
In a time-resolved measurement of the X electroluminescence ( Fig. 2b) we observe high contrast optical pulses with almost three orders of magnitude modulation of the emission intensity. Approximating the optical emission pulse with a Gaussian temporal shape yields a FWHM of (100 ± 2) ps, and fitting an exponential decay yields a lifetime of approximately 15 ps. This is in stark contrast to a 500 ps radiative lifetime, suggesting non-radiative decay processes are dominant, attributed to efficient tunneling of the charge carriers out of the QD enabled by fast electrical response.
The corresponding second order auto-correlation g (2) (t), measured for the same driving conditions, is shown in Fig. 2c . The value g (2) (0) = 0.268 ± 0.002 of the zero-delay peak clearly demonstrates the single photon character of the emission. We attribute the nonzero component of the g (2) (0) value to background wetting layer emission. The noticeable anti-bunching of the peaks adjacent to the zero-delay could imply the existence of long-lived charged or dark states [25] . To our knowledge, this is the fastest reported clock rate for the generation of single photons [17, 26] , entering the "super high frequency" radio band (comprising the 3-30 GHz range [27] ) for the first time.
After establishing ultrafast control of the QD single photon emission, we now turn our attention towards optimal generation of entangled photon pairs via AR driving, in a proof-of-principle experiment. The QD LED was electrically excited at a clock rate of 1.15 GHz (T = 868 ps period) with initialization pulses of amplitude V pulse = 0.6 V and nominal duty cycle 5 % (∼ 43 ps), plus a DC bias of V DC = 0.6 V just below the turn-on voltage. Fig. 3a shows the resulting normalized biexciton-exciton second-order correlation function g (2) (t XX , t X ) as a function of XX emission time (t XX ) and X emission time (t X ) relative to the clock of the electrical driving pulse generator. Due to the cascaded emission of the X photon after the XX photon, the correlation events within a clock cycle (dashed black square) are naturally biased towards the upper triangle region where t X > t XX . The g (2) (t XX , t X ) value remains above 1 for the entire up-per triangle of the driving cycle, due to the ground state suppression of AR driving. Fig. 3b shows the fidelity to a maximally entangled evolving Bell state, extracted from co-and crosspolarized correlations measured in the respective polarization bases [22, 28] . The emission reaches a maximum fidelity of (95.8 ± 1.3) % and remains above the classical limit of 50 % for the majority of the cycle, indicating electrically driven photon pair generation at a record 1.15 GHz clock rate. The overall entanglement fidelity, integrated over all photon pairs detected within the same driving cycle (including the 'lower triangle' at t X < t XX ), comes to f = (79.5 ± 1.1) %. For an entanglement-based QKD protocol, this value yields a quantum bit error rate of (13.6 ± 0.7) % [29] , well within the 27.6 % limit required for secure quantum communication [30] . Notably, no postselection is required in this driving mode -weakly entangled photon pairs at longer time delays are avoided naturally, as the entanglement is actively reset at the beginning of each cycle. Finally, at the edges of the driving cycle, the entanglement is abruptly reduced towards the classically uncorrelated value of 25 %. Crucially, the measured overall entanglement fidelity exceeds the overall fidelity of a comparison DC measurement f DC = (71.2 ± 1.0) % for the same time window, taken under the same experimental conditions [22] .
An essential factor for the performance of QKD systems are independent polarizations for photons emitted across subsequent clock cycles, in order to maintain a low quantum bit error rate [29] . Fig. 4a shows the mean entanglement fidelity as a function of the number of clock cycles between XX photon and X photon detection. Importantly, only photon pairs emitted within the same clock cycle are entangled. Photon pairs emitted across different clock cycles in turn yield a mean fidelity close to the 25 % mark of fully uncorrelated light. This implies that the QD state is reset efficiently at the beginning of each cycle, such that the entanglement does not carry over from one clock cycle to the next. Though reinitialisation to the XX state is dominant, other unentangled initial states may be formed due to the statistical nature of non-resonant excitation such as charged excitons and biexcitons.
For pairs detected within the same clock cycle, the measured fidelity as a function of time delay between the two photons (shown in Fig. 4b ) resembles the concave shape predicted via the rate equation model in Fig. 1g . For time delays approaching the end of the 868 ps repetition period, entanglement is quickly quenched. Remarkably, as predicted the measured fidelity in AR driving remains non-classical for longer time delays than in DC driving. At the same time, the fidelity in DC driving remains significantly above 25 % at the end of the repetition period, thus carrying over an undesirable polarization correlation into the next clock cycle.
Finally, we compare the measured entangled photon pair intensity in AR and DC, accumulated as a function of time delay relative to the clock signal [22] . The form of the curves shown in Fig. 4c resemble those in Fig. 1f , with constant pair emission rate for DC driving, and for AR the rate is highest during the central part of the clock period. The measurements show an entangled photon pair rate enhanced by (21 ± 3) % for 1.15 GHz AR driving compared to continuous driving in DC. This is of similar order to the predicted 43 % seen in Fig. 1f , with differences attributed to more complex dynamics in the experiment compared to the simple illustrative model (see Supplementary information). However, the implications of this result are clear; resetting the biexciton state before the system is likely in the ground state achieves a higher entangled photon emission rate than sustaining a continuously driven equilibrium. The super-high-frequency driven (3.05 GHz) single photon LED and active reset driven (1.15GHz) entangled LED results presented above impact other quantum emitter technology, particularly those based on QDs. For electrically driven devices, a key achievement is the high bandwidth entangled-LED mesa structure itself, which places no particular constraints on the optical device design or collection optics. The approach is therefore compatible with a wide variety of other techniques to enhance the source brightness, such as micropillars [3, 31] , broadband antennas [4] , circular Bragg grating cavities [7, 8] , or photonic crystals [32] . Notably, this driving scheme could benefit from Purcell-enhanced radiative decay rates some of these approaches provide, reducing the radiative lifetime and shifting the optimum AR clock rate to even higher frequencies.
Entangled LEDs operated in the active reset regime may benefit the overall performance of entanglementbased photonic applications. The GHz-clocked generation of entangled photon pairs combined with the enhanced entanglement fidelity and source brightness compared to equilibrium operation is of particular interest for entanglement-based QKD protocols, quantum relays, and future implementations of a quantum repeater.
